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Abstract
Speech recognition technology has achieved impressive success recently with AI techniques of deep learning networks. Speech-
to-text tools are becoming prevalent in many social applications such as field surveys. However, the speech transcription results
are far from perfection for direct use in these applications by domain scientists and practitioners, which prevents the users from
fully leveraging the AI tools. In this paper, we show interactive visualization can play important roles in post-AI understanding,
editing, and analysis of speech recognition results by presenting specified task characterization and case examples.

1. Introduction

Speech recognition is an important field in computational lin-
guistics [CRS05, CFL13]. For many years, researchers have de-
veloped a variety of technologies and tools to identify words
and phrases in spoken language [JM14, BMG∗16, HM15a]. Re-
cently, AI techniques, especially deep learning networks, have
become revolutionary as they outperform previous methods and
lead to high quality and low error rate in the speech to text re-
sults [HDY∗12, MLJ∗14]. Cloud-based speech to text services has
been provided by many big companies such as Microsoft [Mic],
Google [Goo19], etc. using deep learning models. Users from mul-
tiple domains are eager to utilize these AI tools for real-world appli-
cations such as conducting field surveys and collecting user opin-
ions [BZK12, HM15b, Muh15]. However, the transcription results
still have a set of practical problems including: (1) A full speech
is recognized as a group of fragments, which usually do not rep-
resent natural sentences or paragraphs from the speaker; (2) Errors
of audio recognition is inevitable and the quality varies greatly; (3)
The confidence scores of words and fragments given by the speech
recognition algorithms sometimes do not reflect the real probabil-
ity of misrecognition. These problems have already hindered the
more widespread use of speech to text tools [KRS17]. Domain sci-
entists face challenges to effectively complete the following tasks
in collecting lengthy audios from multiple speakers:

• Understanding the characteristics of speeches as well as speak-
ers;

• Manually editing the massive speech-to-text results;
• Analyzing and comparing multiple speeches and speakers.

Interactive visual exploration can help the users alleviate the
tasks in post-AI processing [KAKC17, KCK∗18]. Fig. 1 illustrates
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Figure 1: Visual exploration loop in the speech-to-text pathway.

the pathway of data processing, where a visual exploration loop
is shown in red. It can enhance the usability of AI-based speech
recognition tools. This short paper contributes to this path in two
facets:

• We identify the characteristics and shortcomings of AI-based
speech-to-text results. Then, we propose major directions that vi-
sualization techniques can promote their usability.
• We develop a prototype to showcase the usefulness of visualiza-

tion tools, which combines visual metaphors with semantic and
sentimental analysis.

The purpose of this paper is to show how visual analytics can
help to address the uncertainty issues in AI-based speech recogni-
tion.

2. Related Work

Traditional speech recognition systems use hidden Markov and
Gaussian mixture models to represent the acoustic input in speech
recognition [JM14]. Well trained deep neural networks with
many hidden layers, possibly in combination with hidden Markov
models, have outperformed on speech recognition benchmarks
[GMH13]. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) model speech as
a dynamic time process, whose hidden state is a function of all
previous hidden states [HDY∗12]. Many research and commercial
products, such as Microsoft, Google, Apple, IBM, and TensorFlow,
have become usable for acoustic modeling and speech recogni-
tion [HDY∗12].
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Figure 2: Speech-to-Text result of google cloud tool. Multiple frag-
ments (separated by background color) have different lengths and
confidence values.

Visualization of neural networks has been an emerging topic
for inspecting the training, improving the models and understand-
ing the results ( [RFFT17, LSL∗17, ZZ18, HKPC18]). While most
techniques work on vision datasets with a focus on CNNs (convo-
lutional neural networks), RNN visualization tools are developed
for linguistic, biological, and vision tasks. They focus on analyzing
hidden state properties, phrase structure, and chord progressions,
and so on [KJFF15, SGPR18, WPW∗11].

Visualization can be useful to temporal event sequence data visu-
alization, specifically to identify potential privacy issues in event-
based or time-varying data [CWM19]. Moreover, researchers have
presented various approaches in visual analytics of text corpora
[LWC∗18]. Visual sentiment analysis has been addressed where
word clouds and other techniques are employed [KK15]. However,
visualization techniques have not been applied to speech-to-text
recognition results. This paper identifies the unique features and
requirements of the AI outputs and visualizes them in a few exam-
ples which can help end-users better utilize these AI tools.

3. AI-based Speech to Text Outcome and Attributes

3.1. Text Fragments and Confidence

AI tools transcribe an audio speech to a text document (i.e., tran-
script) consisting of a list of speech fragments. Each fragment is
a natural language segment of the speaker’s narration based on
their talking speed, stop, and other attributes. It consists of multiple
terms (i.e. keywords) while each term has a unique term speaking
length (audio length), which is different from its text word length.
As shown in the example in Fig. 2, these fragments do not neces-
sarily represent sentences as in written documents. The list is not
easy to read and understand in comparison to a written document.

Second, the AI model usually provides a term confidence score
for each term. Moreover, a fragment confidence score is also given
for one speech fragment. These confidence scores assess the relia-
bility of automatic speech transcriptions. They provide cues to the
audio recognition errors for applications [RLGW18]. These con-
fidence information and related errors need to be addressed with
human in the loop. Moreover, each term may be marked with a
speaker tag which indicates the AI recognized different speakers.

An important feature is that recognition errors may not be well
indicated by the confidence scores. Other features such as audio
length need to be used to help users address the errors, for exam-
ple, a very long-recognized term usually refers to a failed word
recognition.

3.2. Semantic and Sentiment Attributes

The attributes of term/fragment length and confidence can be vi-
sualized together with semantic and sentiment information, so as
to promote deep understanding and allow quick revision. We have
computed the following attributes (to be extended by using more
NLP and text mining tools):

• Term frequency: The keywords in the text are ranked by their
appearance frequency to identify top term in a speech;
• Term and fragment sentiment: Sentiment analysis can identify

whether the expressed opinion in a document or a sentence
is positive, negative, or neutral (e.g., AFINN [Nie11], MAN
[JTL∗20], SentiDiff [WNY19]). This is very helpful to discover
speakers’ attitudes and emotions. In this paper, we apply a senti-
ment analysis tool to discover the sentiment score of each frag-
ment and each keyword [NPM]. AFINN English word list is
utilized where each term is rated as an integer between minus
five (negative) and plus five (positive) [Nie11]. Each fragment is
given a sentiment score by summing up the sentiment integers of
all the terms.
• Term Entropies: One same term in a speech can appear multi-

ple times (N). Each time it may have different attributes (di, i ∈
(1..N)), such as audio length and confidence. The entropy of one
term attribute shows the diversity of this attribute throughout the
speech. For example, a high term entropy of audio length in-
dicates that a speaker uses diverse vocal lengths for the same
word. We compute the entropies of different attributes as H =
− ∑

i∈(1..N)
p(di) log p(di), where p(di) =

di
∑

i∈(1..N)
(di)

.

4. Identification of Visualization Tasks and Functions

We talked with three social scientists (in public health, crime, ur-
ban study, and disaster management) who have used speech recog-
nition in their work. From the requirement analysis, several tasks
are identified for interactive visualization systems including (i.e.,
broken down into speech fragments):

• T1: Helping users quickly understand the structures and charac-
teristics of the recognized text;
• T2: Allowing users to discover and compare semantics of

speeches and sentiments of speakers;
• T3: Guiding the revision of the transcript to achieve better quality

for downstream applications.

Addressing each task of T1 to T3 by visualization techniques
and systems is challenging - e.g., for T3, developing an interac-
tive interface for users to quickly and effectively edit and revise a
large number of transcripts requires intensive system design, de-
velopment, and evaluation. In this short paper, we coordinate the
following visualization functions in an integrated prototype:

Transcript and Fragment Visualization: The speech-to-text results
are visualized based on the recognized speech fragments with mul-
tiple attributes. Users can study the structure and patterns, and then
drill-down to details by listening to the audio clip and visualizing
the terms in the fragments.

Term Visualization: The keywords are visualized to show and inte-
grate important attributes such as frequency, audio length, and con-
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Figure 3: Visual interface with Obama’s Civil Right Speech 2015. (A) A bar page showing the confidence values of fragments in this speech
(i.e., green color means high confidence and red color means low confidence). Hovering over one fragment f shows the text; (B) Histogram
charts of speech attributes; (C) The word bars of f : each bar’s height shows the word’s audio length and color shows the word confidence.
The word “privilege” has low confidence; (D) The text view of (F) “privilege” is highlighted (i.e., yellow color text and yellow color bar)
while listening to the audio. (E) Control panel of visualization functions.

fidence. Users can drill-down to study and compare related audio
clips and their details.

Sentiment Visualization: Speaker’s sentiments in a speech are visu-
alized, together with audio features, so that users can identify the
speaker’s attitude and find important parts of the speech.

Comparative Visualization: Multiple speeches from the same or
different speakers can be compared for insight discovery.

These functions are not complete for visual analytics tasks T1-
T3, but instead are shown as a modest spur to encourage more valu-
able researches.

5. Prototype Visualization Design

The text results from AI recognition are visualized according to
the following design requirements: (1) The whole picture of tran-
scription structure should be displayed, with respect to the frag-
ments and keywords; (2) The confidence and other attributes of
fragments and keywords should be easily discerned; (3) The screen
space should be well utilized to show these information.

Transcript Overview: A bar chart view is designed for the
overview of a speech as shown in Fig. 3(A). It maps each fragment
to a bar, and all the bars of one transcribed text are sequentially
visualized, in order to represent as many data items as possible on
the screen at the same time. The bar is colored and highlighted
by different attributes selected by users. This view allows users to
easily “browse” the document where hey can hover and click the
bars to hear the raw audio and read the text. Instead of combining
full text with confidence, the bar-chart visualization can present the
full document in limited real estate. Fig. 3(A) visualizes the 2015
speech of President Obama about Civil Rights. The bar length is

Figure 4: Visualizing words in Obama’s speech with their various
attributes. Word size is the entropy of its audio lengths in multiple
appearances and color is the minimum confidence (i.e., green color
means high confidence and red color means low confidence).

mapped to the audio length of a fragment, its color represents the
fragment confidence. Meanwhile, a set of histograms of fragment
confidence, audio length, and sentiments are shown in Fig. 3(B).
Users can click on the histogram to highlight specific fragments of
interests.

Fragment Drill-down: Users can click a fragment bar to study its
details, whose audio clip is played. In Fig 3(A), a fragment f is
clicked so that a fragment bar view is shown in Fig. 3(C). Here
each bar refers to one word in this fragment. The words are visual-
ized in Fig. 3(D). The terms are highlighted in yellow dynamically
while the audio is playing. For example, the word “privilege” has
low confidence and users can click it to listen to the raw audio re-
peatedly. This view allows users to identify erroneous recognition
and correct them as needed.

Term visualization: The attributes of transcribed terms (keywords)
are visualized to (1) find suspicious recognition; and (2) discover
important semantic information with audio attributes. The visual
design thus should give intuitive and fast cues for users to extract
the information. A word cloud view is utilized to visualize the key-
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Figure 5: Compare two speeches: President Obama on Civil Right 2015 Vs. President Trump in United Nations 2018.

Figure 6: Find speech recognition errors in the well-known speech
“I have a dream” by Martin Luther King Jr. 1963.

words in a speech, whose size and color can be assigned accord-
ing to different attributes. As shown in Fig. 4, the terms are shown
when they appear multiple times and have a large entropy of audio
lengths. A large word indicates that it is talked with very differ-
ent lengths by the speaker(s), and the color a word indicates con-
fidence. Here, the term “president” is clicked for drill-down study
due to a large entropy. The scatter plot shows all instances, where
the x-axis shows confidence and the y-axis audio length. Users can
click any instance to highlight (in brown) and listen to the fragment.

Sentiment and Comparative Visualization: It is important to
show the sentiments of speakers together with speaking character-
istics. The sentiment scores between -5 to 5 can be mapped to frag-
ment or word as shown in Fig. 5. Comparing different speeches to
visually discover speakers’ similarities and differences quickly and
intuitively (see Fig. 5 for side-to-side views of two speeches). More
details are discussed in the case studies (see Sec. 6).

6. Case Studies

Comparing two speeches: Two speeches are visualized for com-
parison in Fig. 5. They are the Civil Right Speech (2015) by Pres-
ident Obama (Fig. 5(A)) and the Speech at United Nations (2018)
by President Trump (Fig. 5(B)). From the overview of fragments
colored by sentiment scores, it can be seen that Trump has more
positive talk than Obama since the fragment bars have more yellow-
orange colors (see color legend Fig. 5(C)). But his talk also has very
dark and negative fragments. The information can be discovered

from the statistics in Fig. 5(F). In Fig. 5(D), Obama’s speech has
larger confidence values (green arrow) which show his talk is rel-
atively clearer for the speech-to-text tool. Fig. 5(E) indicates that
Trump tentatively uses longer audio terms (purple arrow) which
may be slow and/or emphasized.

Find speech recognition errors: Users can define combined con-
ditions over different attributes to investigate recognized fragments
or terms. In the example of Fig. 6, the well-known speech “I have
a dream” is transcribed by Google Speech to Text tool. It is a pub-
lic speech delivered by American civil rights activist Martin Luther
King Jr. on August 28, 1963. From the histogram views in Fig.
6(B), it can be seen that there exist some low confidence terms be-
low 0.7. By selecting this range and find terms with a single ap-
pearance in the speech (Fig. 6(C)), several suspicious keywords are
shown in Fig. 6(A). By checking it in a detail view, or listening
to the audio error can be recognized, and later it can be corrected
manually.

7. Conclusion and Discussion

Speech to text AI tools are prevalent while the results often need
to be revised and investigated to discover errors and understand
speech/speaker features. A set of visualizations are presented in this
type of emerging data. It is useful for many post-processing tasks
in a variety of applications. This paper does not present a com-
plete design and user study for all potential visualization functions.
However, we show a preliminary prototype in this short paper. In
the future, it will be extended in several facets: (1) the visual design
will be further improved with alternatives; (2) effective guided in-
teraction is preferred; and (3) the audio signal processing attributes
can be integrated. The system will also be evaluated by domain
users with a formal user study.
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